PARDON IS THE REMEDY
I believe there are no limits to growth and human progress when men and women are free to
follow their dreams.
We have learned that more is not necessarily better, that even a great human being has its
recognized limits, and that we neither answer all questions nor solve all problems. So we will be ever
vigilant and never vulnerable when the question is about our weaknesses. All of us have defects and
no one is perfect in this life. We know it’s necessary a lot of incarnations to achieve the perfection,
and we will a pure idealist if we don’t admit that forgiveness is absolutely necessary for our
relationships.
At fourth dimension, probably the perfection just exist but at our dimension it’s only a reflection
as same as a image reflected at the mirror – belong to us do something as the mirror reflect a best
image of perfection.
The pardon shouldn’t be an act of heroism – the pardon should be a choice based in an
intelligent faith.
Is wrong the concept that to forgive anyone you must have to forget the offense; that’s
because we can’t delete from our memory the facts which stamped deeply our feelings at the past. Its
oppositely a universal law of action and reaction, on the contrary, if we transform the essence of this
feeling imagining that the offender probably did this or that against us for absolutely ignorance, and in
addition when we don’t have the desire of revenge, we achieve the comprehension of real
forgiveness; this is the work that awaits us all, to be done with charity, and with prayer to Almighty
God.
Jesus in His Gospel adverted us to pardon every offense, and all the eminent men at the
wholly story at the mankind throughout the history have been taught almost the same. So, pardon is
an old solution for turn our soul better, to be agreeable in the God’s eyes!
The pardon conduces for a blessed calm; the calm avoid an innumerous diseases and
illnesses, including heart strokes, high levels of blood pressure, arthritis rheumatoid, diabetes and
there are serious vestiges that cancer is a consequence of lack of forgiveness! The illnesses are
created by the sensations and disconnections of our feelings, when we don’t accept a fact or
situation; when we moan every time positioning ourselves we create an energetic force around our
“aura” and if it persists for long time its prejudice our body, introducing a disturb into any chakras.
The pardon doesn’t allow the disincarnated enemies fight us; the spirits who have similar
feelings are automatically attracted for us, with the same feelings of revenge, selfishness, proud,
jealousy etc, this is a chain that only will be braked up when we change the channel of thinking, in
other words when stop the anger from the insulted, when they use compassion with the offender. We
can see some obsessive processes during centuries just because the contenders don’t realize they
both are stationary in the angry and revenge. At the spirit meeting, particularly in obsession
treatment, we can see the spirit speaking through the medium about their sadness and willfulness in
don’t forgiveness the offenses. They can describe in details why they believe prejudiced by the
others. After a period of confrontation they should have a period of negotiation, so the spirits as the
men need the same remedy; the pardon.
Dears, in light of these facts we are forced to conclude that in the Pharmacy of the Universe
pardon is a medicine we all need use with each other.
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